Swarovski Denim Blue Heart Bracelet
Make this bracelet to go with your
jeans or dress.
As shown it calls only for making
simple loops. If you wish, you can
wirewrap for an even more
professional look.
Using our new Wubbers, its easy to
get the same size wrap each time
and with the wirewrapping, you
don’t have an open loop to catch
on clothing or to have one piece
slip out.
The design is by Swarovski.

Materials
Part Number
Name
Quantity
5000-8MM-DBL
Faced Round 8mm Denim Blue
10
5328-4MM-DI
Faceted Bicone, 4mm Dark Indigo
10
6228-18MM-DBL
Heart Pendant 18mm, Denim Blue
1
F-PW-CLSP-LOCKEY-AS
Lock & Key Clasp Antiqued Fine Silver Plated Pewter
1
F-SS-JRO32-8
8MM Open 20ga Jump Ring Sterling Silver
2
F-SS-WIRE-20GA05T-DS
Dead Soft 20ga Sterlng Silver Wire ½ Troy Ounce
1
Instructions:
Step 1: Cut the 20ga wire into 5 one inch pieces and 5 one and one half inch pieces.
Step 2: Take a one inch piece of wire, bend at a right angle 10mm from the end of the wire. Turn a
simple loop. Add (1) Swarovski 5000 8mm Denim Blue, make a right angle over the Swaroski Bead and
turn a simple loop. Make a total of 5 of this link.
Step 3: Take the one and one half inch piece of wire and bend wire at a right angle 10mm from the end of wire.
Turn a simple loop. Add on (1) Swarovski Bead 5328 4mm Dark Indigo and (1) Swarovski Bead 5000 8mm Denim
Blue followed by (1) 5328 4mm Dark Indigo Make a bend at a right angle over the Swarovski Bead and turn a
simple loop. Make a total of 5 of this larger link.

Step 4: Open one side of your longer link and attach to the key end of your toggle clasp.
Step 5: Alternate using the longer link with 3 beads and the link with only 1 bead until you have linked
all 10 pieces.
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Step 6: Open the loop on the final link and attach to the lock end of your clasp.
Step 7: Take the 2 open jump rings and insert one into the lock end of the clasp, close. Take the 2nd of
the jump rings and put through the hole in the Heart Pendant and then attach to the jumpring you just
put on the clasp. Close securely.
Tools: Side Cutters, Round Looping Pliers
Level: Easy!
Alternative Design:
If you want to skip all the wire looping, substitute Beading Wire.
You will need Beading Wire: Use BA-JW12SP-10FT or equivalent
Caution: You will need to add additional Swarovski beads to compensate for the space which the loops
required. We estimate one 3 or 4mm crystal to replace each loop, for a total of 40 additional 5328 4mm
beads. You could use 5328-4MM-CAB (Crystal AB).
You’ll need
2 Wire Protectors
2 2mm Crimp Beads and a Crimper. F-SS-CRIMPTW-019
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